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Power Words...
E MBE L LI SH
Providing detail to increase
distinction
E S S ENC E
Absolutely essential; critical
H UM A N C A PITAL
The skills, knowledge, and
experience possessed by an
individual, viewed in terms of their
value or cost to an organization
P E RSONA L MIS S ION
S TATEME N T
Identifies what is important, and
include proven values that define
direction and character (defined
by Dynamic Images International
LLC)

Embellish the Essence of a
Dynamic Image
What constitutes a Dynamic Image? Let’s examine each word,
which will allow you to embellish the essence of this business
concept. Image is shown in a business person who is impeccability dressed exemplifying an image that is strategically engineered and deliberately executed. Thought and very
deliberate effort goes into the selection of fabric, the color coordination, shoes and hair style, which provide the substance
that defines the outward appearance. Image transcends verbal and non verbal communication. It is a composite of business etiquette, self-presentation, business stationery and
correspondence,
effective
networking,
developing
a
professional mission statement and understanding the
mechanics of upward mobility. A business person coached in these
areas are impeccably poised to capitalize on the human capital.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION
Fulfillment of one’s talents and
potential “a need for all”

The second word in this business concept is dynamic. What
constitutes Dynamic in dynamic image? It is proven values that define the dynamic image.
Proven values such as
hard work, completing a task, humility, honesty, impeccability, community service, and “going that extra mile”. It is
not how well known you are, it is how well respected you
are. It is not in the power you take, but the power you give.

COACHABLE
Receptive to learning how to
achieve specific personal and professional goals

Dynamic Image is where form and substance intersect and the
result is a business person ready to reach the fullest potential.
A dynamic image, a business plan and an opportunity to execute
is the combination for success.

INEVITABLE
Certain to happen

GLOBAL ECONOMY
World wide economic
opportunity
NAVIGATE
To plan or direct a strategy or
approach
INDELIBLE
Permanent
POWER BROKER
A person who deliberately
affects the distribution of
political or economic power
by exerting influence
CORNERSTONE
An important quality on which a
particular concept is based
CONSISTENCY
That which is necessary for the
sake of logic
TRUST
Firm belief in the reliability of
someone
MOTIVATE
To stimulate someone’s interest
or enthusiasm
FOUNDATION
The underlying basis for a concept or principle
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Dynamic Images LLC is committed to providing the tools to define “Dynamic.” It is not the individual who accepts the ordinary;
but it is the coachable individual who seeks the extraordinary.
It is the individual who understands that reaching the pinnacle
of success in life and career is the key to self-actualization. Constant change is inevitable. “Complacency does not have to be
indelible”.

Food for Thought

A global economy is the direction of business today. Transacting
business internationally is trending toward the norm not the exception. Our goal is to develop a generation of Dynamic Leaders
who understand how to lead in this environment. An understanding of how to navigate the corporate power structure is critical in
your role as power brokers and savvy community minded leaders.
Academics and your degree provide the benchmark. Understanding how to leverage these skills in in the corporate arena is how
Dynamic Images International provide the roadmap for success.
Business relationships are the cornerstone of a dynamic image.
Business relationships are based on consistency in word, actions, deeds and professional presentation. Consistency in your
professional presentation leads to trust. Trust ignites the
confidence on which relationships are built. It positions us for
more successful business endeavors, which ultimately advances us to higher levels of accomplishments. Eighty percent of
the time people determine whether they will build a relationship with you before you utter a word. It is your image that
motivates others to follow. It is your image that is the foundation of a dynamic image.
It is the visual presentation
that sends
a positive or negative
message about you.

